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5 5 5 5 5 4.5 (475 comments) Everyone at the dealership was genuine, I felt like I was more than a dollar walking figure for them. They really cared about what we were looking for and all the options were on the table. All the mașinile.la that we looked at were in perfect condition despite being marked, but
even so, we were told exactly what happened, what was replaced, so that we could make the right decision for us. I left with a big car, and a great experience. Thank you Autosource, and special thanks to Marcos! This machine satisfies all my needs and more. It becomes high gas mileage and drives
extremely smoothly. I've only had the car for 3 days, but I already like it. Sandy, Private Detective 5 5 5 5 4.5 (38 comments) Hi, I'm Sandy from Salt Lake I bought my Rav4 Toyota from James to Sunburst Auto, I was treated as a family from the first step in the door, these guys are the best at customer
service so useful and friendly. I would absolutely recommend my friends and family shop for cars at sunburst, the best car buying experience I've ever had. I'll be back in the future, love these guys! This car is big on gas and has great technological features, such as Apple Carplay, Sirius, and onstar. The
back seat and trunk have a lot of space, but the car is small enough to park all over the city. Vehicle available for home shipment. Contact your dealership for details. Vroom has a very simplified process 5 5 5 5 5 3.6 (3190 comments) This is my second vehicle purchased from Vroom in the last 12
months, and I can never imagine buying a used car from a brick-and-mortar dealership again. Vroom offers a terrific selection of the latest model of used vehicles. The images really make it easier to know the car shows. I bought a 2015 5 Series BMW, and the Vroom price compared to a similar
make/model/mileage vehicle from CarMax was $3,000+ cheaper. I selected my vehicle over a few weeks to look at the photos. I filled out an online credit application, and immediately they called me to complete the app, discuss rates and payments, and get my $500 deposit. I received a loan package
through FedEx 2 days later, signed all the papers, and sent it back in the pre-paid FedEx Envelope they provided. About 3 days later, I started getting emails to schedule delivery. The process lasted only 9 working days from the time I made the deposit until the moment I took my vehicle. The vehicle was
clean, as described, and running high. Now I just need to get a state inspection and add this to my insurance policy, and the labels will be mailed to me in a few weeks. Fortunately, Vroom gives me a temp label of 60 days, so there is time to receive plates. This is the future of car purchase, and the 7-day
money back guarantee makes it the perfect way to purchase a used vehicle. I think the car itself was great. Very smooth ride, great handling, style was very attractive, and it was exactly what I was looking for. Friendly and eager to meet 5 5 5 5 5 3.9 (399 comments) New had two extremely satisfying
experiences with South Ogden Subaru. In both cases, Nathan Walker was our main contact (seller and guide through the buying process). We bought our first Forester in March 2016 and knew we had found the right dealer and seller. Unfortunately, we were involved in a serious accident (not fault) that
totaled the car in August (2017). We made an appointment with Nathan and he guided us, again, by selecting and purchasing a new Forester 2017. I only got it two days later! Nathan treated us like a family; very sympathetic about our misfortune and personally supervised every detail of the second
transaction. South Ogden Subaru has a remarkable staff - sales, services and parts. And, Nathan is go-to-type for us! Excellent price value For a compact vehicle, Good ride &amp; very comfortable, Outstanding Fuel Mileage, 1.4 Turbo Engine has good performance, Interior is quality, you differently get
value for price. Cruze L Manual 4dr Sedan 28.0 - 39.0 153-CP, 1.4-litre I-4 (regular gas) From $16,975 Cruze LS Auto 4dr Sedan 30.0 - 40.0 153-CP , 1.4-liter I-4 (regular gas) From $19,525 Cruze LS Manual 4dr Sedan 28.0 - 39.0 153-CP, 1.4-liter I-4 (regular gas) From $18,525 Cruze LT Auto 4dr
Hatchback 30.0 - 40.0 153-HP, 1.4-litre I-4 (regular gas) From $21,920 Cruze LT Auto 4dr Sedan 30.0 - 40.0 153-CP, 1.4-litre I-4 (regular gas) From $21,450 Cruze LT Diesel Auto 4dr Sedan 31.0 - 47.0 137-HP , 1.6-liter I-4 (diesel) From $25,395 Cruze LT Diesel Manual 4dr Sedan 30.0 - 52.0 137-CP,
1.6-liter I-4 (diesel) From $23,795 Cruze LT Manual 4dr Hatchback 28.0 - 39.0 153-HP, 1.4-litre I-4 (regular gas) From $21,240 Cruze LT Manual 4dr Sedan 28.0 - 39.0 153-CP, 1.4-litre I-4 (regular gas) From $20,150 Cruze Premier Auto 4dr Hatchback 30.0 - 40.0 153-CP , 1.4-liter I-4 (regular gas) From
$23,945 Cruze Premier Auto 4dr Sedan 30.0 - 40.0 153-HP, 1.4-liter I-4 (regular gas) From $23,475 on page 20 on page 30 on page 50 on page 100 on page 100 on page * Title, other taxes, and incentives are not included in this calculation, which is just an estimate. Monthly payment estimates are for
illustrative purposes only and do not represent an offer of financing from the seller. Other fees may apply. Information on vehicles provided under this service shall be provided by the seller or other third parties; Cars.com is not responsible for the accuracy of this information. Cars.com offer this service
and materials without statements or warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied. See our terms and conditions for more details. We will send you an email when you add new cars or there is a drop in price. You can manage searches in your profile. Sorry, you saved the maximum number of
preferences your <a0>Windows</a0> Please unsave some if you want to save others. Please contact our support team for help. Thank! Our engineers will investigate your problem. Incident number: incident: More than half of imports from the US have been involved in either accidents, thefts or floods,
and are still being offered for sale in Europe. In addition, there are millions of vehicles with total damage, notorious Salvage Title or open recalls by manufacturers. The CARFAX vehicle's historical report™ helps you identify hidden defects and thus protects you from a possible costly error. CARFAX is the
world leader in the vehicle history market. For over 30 years, millions of second-hand car buyers have relied on the CARFAX Vehicle History Report™ each year to protect themselves from fraudsters and make a better purchasing decision. If you are also interested in importing used cars from the U.S., do
not take any risk when purchasing! Always check your vehicle history with the original CARFAX vehicle history report™ before purchase. Millions of customers in America rely on the Carfax Vehicle History Report™ when searching for relevant information from the past of an American car. Since 2007,
CARFAX Europe has also been helping buyers of imported vehicles from the US to Europe make a better purchasing decision. In addition, CARFAX supports second-hand car dealers and Us import specialists around the world to demonstrate transparency towards their customers and to be able to buy
and sell second-hand cars in the US with greater certainty. With over 20 billion entries and the help of thousands of partners and sources, such as ministries, car dealers, insurance companies and more, CARFAX has built the largest database for historical vehicle data worldwide. CARFAX's mission is to
make the second-hand car market more transparent for all parties. As an independent source, both second-hand car buyers and sellers benefit from the CARFAX Historical Vehicle Report™ and no used cars in the Us should be purchased without looking at the history of its vehicles. I learned from
CARFAX before buying that my car had 2 accidental damage, 1 of which was total damage with airbag and side airbag trigger. So saved a lot of hassle for 60 €. Bernd Meyer In the morning of the decision I had the brilliant idea of trying to get a CARFAX report. Immediately on the Internet, with Creditcard
paid and within 10 minutes I had the report. Alert! Problem found: Total Loss Reported, Save Title / Certificate Issued. imported vehicle from California to Lithuania. Peter Stoll CARFAX helped us in 2017 not to throw ourselves into misfortune, and in 2018 CARFAX helped us become happy owners of our
dream car. Babs has been with us for a few weeks now and we had a lot of fun with the car. Without the CARFAX interrogation, we'd be somewhere with the lawyer right now and we'd argue. Next previous anonymous
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